THE BREAK WE NEED

Yemen
Almost 1,800 miles west of Australia, the picturesque archipelago nation is home to rugged islands, pristine beaches and some of the world’s best fresh water resources. Home to over 300 species of birds and the third-largest nesting colony of penguins in the world, the islands are a haven for bird watchers and nature lovers.

Cape, Colombia
The international city of the future, Cartagena’s rich history and culture make it a must-visit destination for nature lovers. The city is renowned for its colonial architecture, vibrant street life, and delicious food. It is also home to the largest coral reef in the world, providing a perfect backdrop for snorkeling and scuba diving.

Tokyo, Japan
The capital city of Japan, Tokyo is a bustling metropolis that offers a unique blend of modernity and tradition. From the world-famous Tsukiji fish market to the serene gardens of Rikugien, Tokyo is a city that has something for everyone. It is also known as the “City of the Rising Sun,” symbolizing its continuous growth and development.

Scotland
Scotland is home to some of the most beautiful landscapes in Europe. From the rugged hills of the Highlands to the picturesque lochs of the Highlands, Scotland offers a wealth of natural beauty. The capital city, Edinburgh, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and a must-visit destination for history enthusiasts.

The Break We Need

During the pandemic, the world has been forced to slow down. It has been a time of reflection, a chance to reconnect with nature, and a reminder of the importance of sustainability. Now, as the world begins to reopen, we need a break. A break to recharge, a break to reset, a break to reconnect with nature.

The world is changing, and we need to change with it. It is time to make a commitment to sustainability. It is time to make a commitment to our planet. It is time to make a commitment to the future.

Let’s make a break for it. Let’s make a break for sustainability. Let’s make a break for the future.